SLO Committee Meeting

MINUTES
Tuesday, February 15, 2011
12:30pm – 1:15 pm

Meeting called to order at 12:30 pm.
Members: Todd Matosic, Mary-Jo Apigo, Kell Stone, Jawell Samilton

Minutes:

• Introduction Initiative for Accreditation 2012 – The group discussed the need to create or systematize an SLO assessment cycle. Todd mentioned that first all courses need to have defined SLOs before we can assess them. Some SLOs will be needed (sociology). Ideally workshops would help to complete this work but it may be that working with a program liaison may be the short short-term answer. The committee looks to integrate its work with Program Review.

• Discuss SLO Committee recommendations process: Mary-Jo led the discussion regarding the process for SLO recommendations: SLO Committee → Curriculum Committee → Academic Senate. Todd reviewed the SLO report from College of the Desert (recently passed accreditation). It was noted that the College assesses 1 course in every discipline every semester.

• Todd discussed status reports for Program Review.

• Where we left off with SLO’s – (Lloyd Thomas) Todd led the discussion here with a brief overview of a 3 recent meetings he had with Lloyd.

SLO Reports Presented and Meetings Summary

• 2 meetings with Lartee Harris (chair of Business dept.)
• Meeting with Jane Witucki (chair of Dance and PE)

Adjournment at 1:15 pm.